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PAHfs are supposed to be among the most abundant organic molecules in the univers [l] .In the present work 
one of the possible mechanisns of PAH fornation was tested experimentally, Ye suggest that PAH1s can be 
synthesized from inorganic substances, namely, graphite with hydrogen in its superficia'l layer, due to cosmic 
ionizing radiation, 

Graphite occurs in interstellar and sircumstellar regions as small dust particles, Carbon of graphite- 
like structure may occur in the solar system on the surfaces of carbon-bearing atmosphereless bodies, 
Carbonaceous substance in space is exposed to atomic and ionized hydrogen, Thermal H-ions and atoms with an 
energy of about 1 ev can be trapped on the surface, energetic ones are retained at the penetration depth and 
diffuse in the subsurface region, As a result, a superficial carbon layer with a thicknessof about some 
thousand i becomes saturated with hydrogen, Futher irradiation of the layer by any energetic particles 
produces electronic exitations and atomic displacements which increase mobility of H-atoms, stimulate their 
diffusion into the surface and addition to the free bonds of the aromatic rings, PAH molecules formed on the 
surface can desorb into outer space upon heating, PAH1s formed in the bulk can be released after fragaentation 
of solid grains, Local heating as well as fragmentation of the surfaces of the atmosphereless bodies in the 
solar system result from micrometeorite bombardment. As for dust particles in the interstellar medium, their 
heating and fragmentation can result from mutual collisions or from a hit of energetic particles of cosmic 
irradiation, 

In previous investigations of radiation-induced reactions of H-atoms with graphite sore gaseous products 
were detected [l,2], An indication to formation of non-gaseous organic substances in the reactions under 
consideration was obtained in [3], In the present work the substances have been identified, They turned out 
to be PAH1s, 

We used powdered graphite prewashed with n-hexane to exclude possible organic contamination of the surface, 
Graphite materials are known to contain a lot of hydrogen which desorbes under ion bombardment [ 4 ] ,  Therefore 
any additional saturation of graphite by hydrogen wasn't necessary, The samples were irradiated with lOkev 
H, He and N-ions to fluence 1016 cm-2 at room temperature in a vacuum 10-6 Torr. lumber of ions 
implanted into each sample was 3*6.101s, Energy of lOkev is typical for winds from stars, The low 
fIuence allowed us to avoid blistering [ a ] .  

Both irradiated and nonirradiated graphite powders were heat-extracted with n-hexane and the extracts 
were analyzed by low-temperature spectrofluorometry. Sensitivity of the sethod is from 10-5 to 10-7% 
by weight, accuracy being 20% . The results are presented in the table, 

As shown in the table, in all extracts PAH1s were found, PAH's yields after irradiation proved to be 
considerably higher than in the extracts of the nonirradiated sample, Two facts are to be noted: 1) PAH 
formation results from any kind of irradiation used, however, H-ions turned out to produce the highest PAH 
yield; 2 )  the number of H-atoms in PAH molecules extracted from graphite after H-bombardnent is about 5 times 
greater than that of implanted ions. Consequently, at least the most part of PAH molecules was formed due to 
H-atoms that were present in the sam les before irradiation, This is not surprising because 1Okev H-ions are 
accumulated at a depth of 1200-1600 1 and the extragent couldn't penetrate to this depth. This conclusion is 
based on estimation of radiation damage produced by H-ions in our experimeits, Iaximal distruction of the 
graphite target by lOkev H-ions takes place at a depth of about 1000-1500 A, The superficial layer about 
1000 1 thick is not damaged enough by low fluence used to expect this layer to be dissolved or removed by 
hexane extraction, It follows that the PAH's obtained were formed on the surface of the graphite particles 
and not in the bulk, As the surface was preliminary washed the new formed substances only are supposed to be 
present in the extracts of the H-bombarded samples, 
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Thus, in addition to previously discussed mechanisms of PAH formation in the interstellar and 
circumstellar nedium [I], me propose another one, namely, radiation-induced solid phase synthesis, This 
process ray also occur on carbonaceous atwosphereless bodies in the solar system. To be sure that the 
discribed mechanism can be realised in cos~ic space, one must perforw both ion bombardment and analysis of 
the products in high vacuum conditions, 

Yields of PAH1s (10-8 g) in graphite irradiation experiments 
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